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Abstract. As shown in (Szalas, 1986,1986, 1987) there is no finitistic and complete axiomatization 
of First-Order Temporal Logic of linear and discrete time. In this paper we give an infinitary 
proof system for the logic. We prove that the proof system is sound and complete. We also show 
that any syntactically consistent temporal theory has a model. As a corollary we obtain that the 
Downward Theorem of Skolem, Ldwenheim and Tarski holds in the case of considered logic. 
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1. Introduction and preliminaries 
For the last few years First-Order Temporal Logic of linear time proved its 
usefulness in many areas of computer science (cf., e.g., [3,4,6,7,14]). Temporal 
proof principles were studied, e.g., in [3,4,6,7] where the reader can find many 
useful tautologies and program verification rules. However, proof systems presented 
in those papers can be shown incomplete (cf. [ 13,161). In fact, in [3,4] the problem 
of completeness was left as an open question, whilst in [6,7] it was not considered 
at all. On the other hand, the process of program verification requires a full 
formalization, which manifests itself in completeness of proof systems. Moreover, 
in some important applications, proof systems should also allow reasoning about 
temporal theories (cf. [3,14,15]). Up to now no such proof system has been given. 
In the present paper we give and investigate a complete proof system for First- 
Order Temporal Logic. The system is an infinitary one. This follows from the fact, 
shown in [ 13,14,16], that there is no finitistic sound and complete proof system 
for the ‘logic, even if one restricts the notion of completeness to logical tautologies 
only. Note that, in contrast, propositional versions of Te 
axiomatizable. Such a situation is rather usual in logics of 
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first-order quantifiers in temporal formulae one can characterize finite sets [16], 
computations of Turing machines [16], arithmetics of natural numbers [13,14], 
stacks, queues, etc. [14]. Each of these results implies that no finite axiomatization 
of First-Order Temporal Logic exists. 
An infinitary proof system for Temporal Logic, which should be mentioned here, 
has also been given in [2]. It concerns, however, essentially weaker version of 
Temporal Logic than that considered in the current paper. Also, the completeness 
theorem in [2] is proved for logical tautologies only, thus we obtain stronger results, 
that can be used in larger areas of applications. In fact, the proof system we give 
is intended to be applied in metamathematical investigations on First-Order Tem- 
poral Logic rather than in proving properties of programs directly. For instance, in 
the proof of arithmetical completeness of the axiomatization of the logic, as obtained 
in [15], a completeness theorem in the form presented in our paper is used. 
Nevertheless, the proof system we invesGgate can have some important practical 
applications too. For instance, it can be used ifI the formal justification of any 
derivation rule that one finds useful in proving temporal properties of programs. 
In Section 4 we also give an example of using ar. infinitary proof rule in proving 
properties of concurrent programs. 
The method of proving completeness theorem we apply in our paper is based on 
a technique of Q-filters (cf. [lo]). This technique is traditional in Algorithmic Logic 
(cf. [9]). It could not, however, be applied directly in the case of Temporal Logic. 
The basic reasons lie in differences between semantical concepts in Algorithmic and 
Temporal Logics. Moreover, in Algorithmic Logic equivalence is a congruence with 
respect o other logical connectives and modalities, whilst in the version of Temporal 
Logic that we deal with this property is no longer valid. Thus some technical concepts 
had to be changed. 
The logic we consider in this paper is essentially that introduced by Manna and 
Pnueli in [6], with linear and discrete time. For convenience, instead of the more 
familiar until operator U, we use a slightly modified Kriiger’s atnext operator A [5]. 
Since operators A and U are mutually definable (cf. [S]), this does not change the 
expressive power of the language. 
The language of First-Order Temporal Logic is many-sorted. It contains formulae 
and terms built over a set of basic symbols. The set is partirroned into the following 
disjoint and enumerable subsets: 
-a set Xd of global individual variables of the sort d, Xd = {Xf}iEw, 
-a set z” of local individual variables of the sort d, Zd = {zy}iEw, 
-a set F of functors, F = {J}iE,, 
-a set P of predicates, P = { pj}je_,. 
t functors and predicates will be called individual or Boolean 
constants respectively. We always assume t e language contains the two- 
uel, when it does not lead 
o not distinguish between different sorts in order to 
cases, instead of X” (Zd, x!, zy), we write X (2, xi, zi). 
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According to conventions used in the area of temporal logics of programs, we 
make a distinction between so-called local variables and global variables. Local 
variables correspond to variables declared in programs and they can change while 
passing from one time point to another. The values of global variables are in&pen- 
dent of the flow of time. -lc.- 
The set T of terms is the least set containing individual global variables and 
individual constants, and satisfying the following condition: 
-iffe F is an n-argument functor and t 1, . . . , t,, E T are terms ranging over appropri- 
ate sorts, thenf(t,, . . . , t,& T. 
The set T, of extended terms is defined by extending the definition of T by adding 
the following additional syntax rule: 
-if z E 2 and k E o, then 0% E T,, where Ok means 0 repeated k times. 
The set TF of temporal formulae is the least set containing Boolean constants and 
satisfying the following conditions: 
-if p E P is an m-argument predicate and tl , . . . , tm E T, are extended terms ranging 
over appropriate sorts, then p( tI, . . . , tm j E TF; 
-ifq,r~TF,andxEX,then_q,qhr,qvr,q-,r,qc*r,~xr,3xrandq 
temporal formulae. 
A formula is called classical if it involves neither temporal modalities nor local 
variables. 
In the rest of the paper by t (by q, r), with indices if necessary, we will always 
denote terms (formulae). 
A Kripke structure K = (I, S) for the language consists of a first-order interpretation 
I and a sequence S of states. The interpretation I is defined exactly as in the case 
of classical first-order logic, i.e., it specifies domains corresponding to sorts and 
assigns concrete functions and relations to functors and predicates. In other words, 
Z is a realization of the first-order language in some many-sorted relational system. 
The sequence S = (Si) iE w is a sequence of states, where every state Si assigns a value 
Si(z) to any local variable z E 2. In the sequel, for k E o, by Slk we will denote the 
Suffix (Si)iak Of S- 
Given a Kripke structure K = (1, S) and a valuation v of free global variables, 
we define the value of an extended term t E T, similarly as in the case of classical 
first-order many-sorted logic, except that the values of local variables are given by 
the sequence S. More precisely, 
-for XEX, x&j=v(x), 
-for z&Z andjco, (O’&(V)=S~(Z), 
-for an n-argument functor f~ F and extended terms ?I,. . . , f, E K 
.fO l,*- l 9 &lMV) =f,h(v), l l l 9 tnK(d)- 
The satisfaction relation I= for classical formulae is efined as in the classical 
first-order logic. For the temporal operat we define: (4 9, VI== q ere is 
a natural number k> 0 such t for all O< id, 
(4 w, vi= -r. The intuitive meaning of ture state in which 
r is true and, in the first such state, q is also true. 
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We say that a Kripke structure K is a model for a formula q E TF, and TlJe denote 
this by K b q, iff, for every valuation v, K, v t= q. K is a model for a set cTF of 
formulae (X b D) iff, for every q E D, K I= q. A formula q E TF semantically follows 
from a set D of formulae (D I= q) iff, for every Kripke structure K, K I= D implies 
K I= q. The set of semantic consequences of D is denoted by Cn( D): Cn(D) = 
{qlDi=qL 
ark. Note tPilat usual temporal modalities 0 (nexttime), Cl (always), 0 (some- 
times) and (until) are easily definable within the language we deal with: 
Oq ++ q A true, Oq-true A q, 
I7c;(+-+-o-q, qUr- rA(q + r). 
As noticed c>rlicr, the definition of A differs from atnext introduced in [5], namely: 
q &pext r - qAr v 0 - r, qAr e qatnextmor. 
In thiy section we give a proof system for the First-Order Temporal Logic and 
prove its soundness. To do that, let us define t0 and q0 for any extended term 
t E T, and temporal formula q E TF: 
x0=x for xEX, 
(0”z)O = ok+’ z for k~o and ~2, 
(f(t I,.... t,))O=f(t,O,.. . , t,O) for an n-argument functor f E F, 
(p(t,,-5 4n))O = PV 0 l , . . . , t,,,O) for an m-argument predicate p E I?, 
(-r)O = - (rO), 
(r, * r-.)0 = (r,O) * ( r20), where * is either a two-argument Boolean connective, 
or the atnext operator A, 
(Q&a = Qx( rO), where Q is a first-order quantifier. 
Note that the operation 0 defined above is a purely syntactic operation on terms 
a.;d formulae. An intuitive meaning of t0 and q0 is ‘move 0 inside term t (formula 
q)‘ The lemmas below show that 0 corresponds to the nexttime modality in the 
:: [jr sidered logic. 
. For any extended term t E T,, any Kripke structure K = (I, S), and any 
vti!ua tion v, 
3) (tO),(v) = t(,,S,l)(v); 
ib) (tW’)K(V)= tt,,S[j)(V) for anyjEw. 
asy verification can be carried out by structural induction on terms. Cl 
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The proof can be carried out by structural induction on formulae, by applying 
Lemma 2.1. U 
The proof system consists of the following (schemas of) axioms, where by q( a/ b) 
we denote the formula obtained from q by replacing all occ rrences of a by 6: 
(Al) 
(A26 
(A3) 
all instances of classical propositional tautologies, 
3XOkZj = X, where j, k E o, 
(A4) 
(AS) 
(A@ 
(AT) 
(A8) 
VX(OkZj = x + ( q(OkZj) H q(OkZ/X))), P here Okzj does not appear in q within 
the scope of a temporal operator and x does not appear in q, 
Vxq(x)+ q(x/t), where t E T, 
(A (J<j<i(-r)oi A (r A q)O’) + q r, where i E w -{0} and /\o<j<i qi means the 
conjunction q1 A l * l A qi-1, 
- is an equivalence relation, 
( Xl =x~A-•-~x,,=x~)+f(x,,...,x,,)=f(x~,...,x~), where feF is any n- 
argument functor, 
( Xl = xi A l l l A x,,, = XL) + (p(x, , . . . , x,,,) wp(x’,, . . . , XL)), where p E 4) is any 
m-argument predicate; 
and the following inference rules: 
WV 4, q-,+-9 
@EN) r+ql-r+Vxq, where x is not free in r, 
(A-w 
c 1( /\ (-r)O’h (rA q)Oi + rl OCjCi > I iecu-{0} 
If q is derivable in the above system from a set Ax of axioms, we write Ax+ q. 
The set of all syntactic consequences of Ax is denoted by C(Ax): C(Ax) = (q 1 Axt- q}. 
Now we are ready to define the notions of soundness and completeness. Namely, 
we call a proof system sound iff, for any Axe TF, C(Ax) c Cn(Ax), i.e., eve:y 
provable formula is true. If every true formula is provable, i.e., Cn(Ax) c C(.i”a*a >, 
we say that the considered proof system is complete. 
The following Lemmas 2.3-2.5 can be proved by easy verification. 
.3. For every Kripke structure and every valuation v, 
and (ATN) 
ripke structure is a model for formulae of the for l)--$ki). 
If allpremises of rules @EN), ( P) and (ATN) are me in mne JI%P&~:~ 
then also respective conclusions are true in K, i.e., rules (GENj, t !W: 
are sound. 
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The following theorem immediately follows from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. 
T&e proof system is sound. 
nd existence of modeIs 
In the seqttel, if a relation = is a congruence in an algebra A, we v&s= A/ = to 
denote the quotient algebra of k and = . 
Let Ax be a fixed set of temporal formulae, Axe TF. Let us define the following 
equivalence relation on TF x TF: 
q =Ax t’ iff (St) r) E: C(Ax). 
Note that =AX is not a congruence w.r.t. operator A considered 21s a two-argument 
operator. Fortunately, it is a congruence if A is considered as the least upper bound 
of an enumerable set of formulae as defined in Lemma 2.3 {cf. Lemma 3.2). Thus, 
in what follows we consider A to be an o-argument operator rather than the 
two-argument one. 
In the sequel, in order to simplify our notation, instead of =A,‘ we will write =, 
with Ax implicitly assumed. Let further SAX be a partial ordering on TF/=A, X 
=/=A?& defined as follows: 
Note that by the above definition we are given the algebra of Lindenbaum and Tarski: 
for first-order temporal theory with the set Ax of specific axioms. As usually, the 
algebra LTA(Ax) can be equivalently considered as an algebra (TF/ =, u , n , 
least upper bound of {a, b} (w.r.t. SAX), 
(a n b) is the greatest lower bound of {a, b} (w.r.t. SAX), 
(-a) is the element such that (au-a)=tr eAx and (a n -a) = fa!?%&. 
m and rski, LTA(Ax), is a Boolean algebra 
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roof. The proof immediately follows from [ 10, Theorem VII. 1.1, p. 2571 and from 
the fact that all instances of propositional tautologies are axioms in our proof system 
(axiom (Al)). Cl 
Lemma 3.2. in the algebra LTA( Ax) qf Lindenbaum and Tarski the following con&- 
tions hold : 
(a) Ilm?b~ll= = inftETolqwoll4, 
@Q II 4Arll - = SUP&d-{O, {II/\ o<j<i(-r)O’ A (4 A r)0’11z}. 
Proof. (a): By axiom (A4), ((Vxq)+ q(x/t))E C(Ax) for every t E T. Thus, 
Ilvx4<x>ll~~Axllq(x/t)lII for every t E T, i.e., IlVxq(x)Ij, is a lower bound for 
{/q(x/t)II$E T}. Now, assume there is an ~ETF such that Ilr~~2~Ax11q(~/t)llz 
for every t E T. Since r contains a finite number of free global variables and the set 
of global variables is infinite, there exists a variable Xj E X such that r does not 
contain + Obviously, xj E T, thus Ilrll- sAx llq(x/~)l15, i.e., (r+ q(x/xj)) E c(Ax). 
Now, by @EN), (r+Vxq(x)) E C(Ax), i.e., Ilr)lz sAx IlVxq(x)ll=, i.e., IlVxq(x)ll= 
is the greatest lower bound for {II q(x/ t) II f I t E T} which completes the proof. 
(b): From axiom (As) it follows that, for every ie w -{O}, ((Ao<j<i (-r)O’ A 
(q A r)O”) + qAr) E CS, AX), from which we have IIA O<j<i (-rOA 
(9A mill = SAX 11 qAriiz3, i.e., IIqArll, is an upper bound for { IJ/\o<j<i (-r)CY’ A 
(4 
A l ,.c;” II- 1 i E ti -{O}}. Now, assume there is an rl E TF such that, for every i E 
4 - 1 0)<> ISA o<j<i(-r)O’I\(qAr)O’((,~Ax(lr,II=; thus, for every iEo-{0}, 
((,Ao..<j<i (-Y)oi A (4 A r)O’) + rl) E C(Ax). Now, by applying the rule (ATN), we 
obta%thad (qAr+r,)E C(Ax),i.e., II~4rll_~~~I(rlll~,i.e., 114 rll- is the least upper 
bound f(Jr {l(l\o<j<i (-r)O’ A (q A r)O’(l,l in o -{O}}, which completes the 
proof, 0 
Let Q denote the following infinite operations in algebra LTA(Ax): 
Ilbwll= = inft,7-(114(~/0ll=~, 
llqArll_ = SUpiC.w-{O} (11 /\ (-dOi A (q A Wll==l. 
O<j<i 
By a Q-Jilter in a Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra LTA(Ax) we understand a maximal 
proper filter V which fulfils the following conditions: 
rll-) E P, then there is an index i E o - (0) such t at (IIAc~j<i(-r>~ A 
-if (IIVxqll=)EV, then there is a term tE T such that llq(x/t))l&V. 
A general definition of Q-filters can be found in [IO]. The following lemma of 
Rasiowa and Sikorski [ 10, Theorem II.9.3, p. 871) is essential in further investiga- 
tions. 
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3.3. If a set Q of infinite operations in a Boolean algebra is at most enumerable, 
then every nonzero element of the Boolean algebra belongs to a 
Let < be the smallest binary relation 
which the following conditions hold: 
4<-4, 
on the set TF of temporal formulae, for 
q < q * r and r < q * r, where * is a binary Boolean connective A, v , + or f), 
for every term t E T, q(x/ t) < Vxq and q(x/ t) < 3x4, 
for every i E o -{o), (Ao<j<i (-r)oJ A (4 A r)O’) < qAr. 
The transitive closure of c we call a basic relation on TF. 
The basic relation on TF is well-founded. 
Let us denote the basic relation by (. We carry out the proof by using a 
technique applied, e.g., in [ 1,8,9]. We define the following mapping ‘;I which 
associates an ordinal number v(q) with any temporal formula q: 
q(q) = 1 for any formula q of the form true, false, or p( t, , . . . , t,,,), where p is 
an m-argument predicate and tl, . . . , tm are extended terms, 
la(-4) = 77(q) + 1, 
q( q * r) = max(q( q), q(r)) + 1, for any Boolean connective *, 
Mxg) = Mx4) = q(4) +2, 
r) = 0 * max(rliq), q(r))+ 1. 
From the above identities it follows that rl ( r2 implies ‘I( r,) < q( r2), where c is 
the usual ordering on ordinal numbers. Suppose ( is not well-founded, i.e., there is 
a set B c TF such that B has no minimal element w.r.t. (. Thus {q(r) 1 r E B} has no 
minimal element w.r.t. c . On the other hand, in any nonempty set of ordinals there 
exists a smallest element w.r.t. c . Thus the set {q(q) 1 q E TF} contains a minimal 
element w.r.t. <, and a contradiction is reached. Cl 
For a Q-filter V we define the equivalence relation -\; on TF/= as follows: 
Let h, denote a mapping of the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra LTA(Ax) into ihe 
(Ax)/-,, defined as follows: 
IL-9 
Since V is a Q-filter, it is a maxi 
ard argument (cf., e.g., [ll, p. 32; 10, Theorem II. 
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one can easily show that & is a two-argument Boolean algebra. Moreover, the 
mapping hB is a homomorphism of LTA(Ax) onto LTA(Ax)/ wv. 
BY Ml= 1 t e us denote the set { tl E TI (t = t,) E C(Ax)}. The homomorphism h, 
determines the canonical realization R of Temporal Logic in Kripke structure (I, S) 
and two-element Boolean algebra B,, where 
- domains of I are subsets of T/ =, containing terms ranging over appropriate sorts, 
- for an n-argument functor f~ F and terms t, , . . . 9 t, E T, we define 
- for an m-argument predicate p E P and terms t,, . . . , t, E T, we define 
PR(Ilhll=,* l l , IILll=) = Mll Ah, n l l , t,)llz), 
- the sequence S of states is defined by the following set of equivalences, where 
i~o and 2~2: 
q(z) = Iltll= iff 110’~ =tll- 0. 
Note that, by axiom (A2) and the fact that V is a Q-filter, S is well defined. Also, 
by axioms (A6), (A7) and (A8), functors and predicates in R are well-defined. 
Lemma 3.5. Let V be a Q-Jilter in Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra, and let vv be a 
valuation such that, for all x E X, vv(x) = ilxll= . 771 en or a canonical realization R , f 
determined by V, the following conditions hold: 
(a) tR(vV)= Iltll=, where tE T, 
(W q&V) = h&&-), where qETF. 
Proof. (a): Structural induction on term I. 
(1) If t=x forxEX, then tR(vV)=~R(vv)=vV(~)=~~~~~=. 
(2) Assume the lemma holds for all terms less complicated than t =f( tl ). . . , t,), 
wherefE F is an n-argument functor and t,, . . . , t, E T. Then (f( t,, . . . , t,&( vv) = 
fR(tIR(vV), l l . , t,&vV)) which, by inducsive assumption, is equal to 
fR(lltlll=, . . . , IItnII=)= Ilf(tl,. . . , t”)li=? by the d&nition of R. 
(b): Induction on formula q, where we assume the basic relation on TF as the 
ordering relation o CfiOL 
(1) Eetq=p(t,,..., t,,,), where p E P is an m-argu nt predicate and tl 9 . a . , t,,, E 
T,. Assume E is the set of all extend m Okz appearing in q- Let 
cc E + T be a mapping satisfying th 
a(Ohz) - t i lies t e Sk(z). 
From the definition of canonical realization R, a(O”z) = t implies II t = O”z(l=- EV. 
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By~p(h,..*, t,) let us denote the formula obtained from p( tl , . . . , t,) by applying 
the substitution CR By the above and axiom (A3), IIup( tl,. . l , tmjliz = 
IIPC 4 1,. . . , fm)llz. Hence, q&v) =true iff p&&J,. . . , Lh7)) = e iff (since 
axiom (A3) is true in R) pR((~fl)&&. . . , (ot,,,)R(&) = e iff (by Lemma 3*5(a)) 
PRWhll= 9 l l l 9 IIat, II J = true iff (by the definition of R) hV( 11 p(ot, , . . . , ot,,,) 11 -j = 
(II,. . . , tm)IIz) =true iff (since Ilap(t,, . . l , tmillk = IJp(t,, l . . , t,>llEj 
IPO 1,. . . , t,&) =true. That is, hV(~~q~~~) -true, 
(2) Assume the lemma holds for all formulae less than q = - r. Then qR ( vo) = true 
iff (by the definition of realization) rR ( VT) = false iff (by inductive assumption) 
h,( 11 rll_) = false iff (since h is a homomorphism) h,( - llrllz) = true iff (by Lemma 
3.1(c)) h,( /-rllz) = true iff h,( ~~q~~~) = true. 
(3) Assume the lemma holds for all formulae less than q = rl A r2. Then qR (vv) = 
e iB (by the definition of realizati ?) k?(VV) =true and r2R(vV) =true iff (by 
inductive assumption) h,( II rl 11) = true and h,( II r211 -) = true iff (since hV is a 
homomorphism) hp(jlrll/--_n llr21/1)=t~e iff (by Theorem 3.1(a)) hV(llrl A r2/[-)= 
true iff hO( II q II -j = true. The proof for other Boolean connectives can be carried out 
in a similar manner as above, by applying Theorem 3.1. 
(4) Assume the lemma holds for all formulae less than q = vxr. Then qR( vv) = true 
iff (b?&( vv) = true iff, for all t E T, r&x/ t)( vV) = true iff (by inductive assumption), 
forall te T,Iko[llr(x/t)[lE)=t rue iff (by the definition of h,), for all t E T, 11 r( x/ t) 11 z E 
V iff (since V is a Q-filter) inf,,-r{ IIr(x/ t)llI} E V iff (by the definition of h,) 
h,(iinf,,T{IIr(x/t)ll,}) =t rueiff (byLemma3.2(a)) h,(IIVxrll,)=trueiff h,(llql[,)= 
jr&62 
(5) Assume the lemma holds for all formulae less than q = r,Ar2. Then qR (vv) = 
true iff (by L&ma 2.3) (supi,“_~o~{(Ao<j<i (-rZ)o h (r, h r2)O’)))&Q) =true iff 
there exists an i ES+- (0) such that (/\o<j<i (-r2)oi n (rl A r2)oi)R(vv) =true iff (by 
inductive assumptioi:) there exists an i E o - (0) such that h,( lIAo<j<i (- r2)o A 
e ifi (by the definition of h,) there is a? i E o -{0} such 
r2joi A i?? A r2)oi II- E V iff (since V is a Q-filter) 
A (?I A r2)OiII=}E V iff ho(supi,,-(o~{I//\o<j<i (-r2)oi A 
Lemma 3.2(b)) h,( 11 r,Ar2/ _j = true. •l 
The canonical realization R determined by any Q-jilter V in the Linden- 
baum- Tarski algebra LTA( Ax) is a model j&r Ax. 
iet q E Ax and v be any valuation of free -giabal variables in the set T/ =. 
x), and so, by Theorem 3.1 (d), II q I] -_ = trueA,. Let IJ’ be a valuation 
set T of terms such that for any x, v’(x) = t implies 
plying rule (GE j and axiom (A4), we obtai 
formula obtaine plying the substitution 
heorem 3.1(d), IIv’qll= = 
e, i.e., by Lemma 3.5(b), 
Wq)f?(M = q/z(v)9 we proved that HP is a model for Ax. •I 
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3.7 (model existence theorem). Any consistent temporal 
model. 
209 
theory Th has a 
Proof. Let Ax be the set of sp!tiific axioms of Th. Since Th is consistent, there is a 
ftirinula 4 such that 4 ti C(Ax). From Theorem 3.1(e) it follows that 11-q11_ # 
and so, by Lemma 3.3, there is a Q-filter V containing 11-q II -. Now the existence 
of a model of Th immediately follows from Lemma 3.6. Cl 
By the construction of the model in the proof of Theorem 3.7 we have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.8 (Downward Skolem-LSwenheim-Tarski Theorem for Temporal 
Logic). If a temporal theory has a model, then it has an enumerable model. 
Theorem 3.9 (completeness theorem). For any set Ax c TF, Cn(Ax) c C(Ax). 
Proof. Assume q E Cn(Ax) and q& C(Ax). Thus, by Theorem 3.1(e), ll-qllz # 
falseA,. By Theorem 3.7, there is a model for Ax u {-q}. Thus q @ Cn(Ax) and a 
contradiction is reached. Cl 
By Theorems 2.6 and 3.9 we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.10. For any set Axe TF, Cn(Ax) = C(Ax). 
4. An example of a correctness roof for a concurrent 
In this section we will show an example of how the infinitaxy proof rule (ATN) 
can be used in reasoning about properties of concurrent programs. For this purpose 
we will sketch 8 cw zzctness proof for a concurrent version of the well-known 
function Quicksort. c:er:fectness proof for a sequential function Quicksort, which 
can aiso be c;urkZ out -within the framework of our paper, is given in [12] where 
the logic assumed is a version of Algorithmic Logic. The concurrent version of 
Quicksort, however, requires an another approach since concurrency is not involved 
in the Algorithmic Logic investigated in [ 121. 
The Temporal Logic considered in our paper allows reasoning a e 
structures with o-sequences of states. On t e other hand, any exeeutioit ;f a program 
forms such a sequence. Thus, in order to put the Temporal Logic into a good use, 
it suffices to define a correspondence between programs and mentioned Kripke 
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structures. The most widely accepted method depends on associating a temporal 
theory mpr with an analysed program Pr. The theory ThP, specifies possible transi- 
tions from one program state to another as well as data types used by the program. 
Thus, the theory Thp, restricts the class of Kripke structures to those which are of 
interest from the point of view of proving properties of the analysed program, i.e., 
usually to Kripke structures in which o-sequences are so-called execution sequences 
of the program. Such a technique is well known from other papers (cf., e.g., 
[3,4,5,6,7]) and need not be described here. 
Assume we are given a set L of lists. We consider a one-sorted data structure 
with the following operations: 
Em: + L, 
member, sorted: k x L + {true, false}, 
front, tail: L-, L, 
cone: Lx L+ L, 
smaller, greater: L x L -) L, 
<: L x L-, {true, false). 
Let the above operations satisfy the following (schemas of) axioms, where vari- 
ables denoted by x, xi, x’ are global variables, and z is a local variable: 
i?W 
(QW 
(QS3) 
(QW 
(QW 
(Qs6) 
(QW 
(QW 
x1 = smaller(x,, x,)c*Vx(member(x, x,)t*(member(x, x2) A (x <x0))), 
x1 = greater(x,, x2) HVx(member(x, x,) * (member(x, x2) A (x0 c x))), 
Vx,[ (Vx( N member(x, x,)) ++ x1 = Em) A Vx(member(x, x,) + tail(x) = Em)], 
front( Em) = tail( Em) = Em A Vx(tail(front(x)) = Em), 
Vx, x1(x1 # Em-, (member(x, x&(x = front(x,) v member(x, tail(xl))))), 
< is a linear ordering relation, 
Vx(conc(x, Em) = conc( Em, x) = x A x = conc(front(x), tail(x))), 
B”x, x2(x1 # Em =+ (front(conc(x, , x2)) = front(x,) A tail(conc(x, , x2)) 
= conc(tail(x,), x2))), 
(QS9 z = Em A Vx(tail(x) = Em+ (z # EmLJz = x)), 
(QUO) Vx( -member(front(x), tail(x))), 
(QSll) x’, x”, x, , . . . , x&(tail(x,) = l l l = tail(xk) = Em 
AX’= conc(x, , . . . , conc( xk, Em) . . .)) 
+ [sorted( x’, x”) w (Vx( member( x, x’) e member( x, x”)) 
A3X I,*-*, x,Jtail(x,) = l . . = tail(xk) = Em 
I\ x”= conc(x, , . . . , conc(xk, Em) . . .) A x, < l . l < x&l}, where k E o. 
TX ;&rn (QS9) states that the set of at most ‘one-element lists’ in L is finite. 
us (QSlO) together with (QSS) assures thatlists in L are finite in the sense that, 
for each L, the cardinality of {x’l member( x’, x)} (denoted by card(x)) is a natural 
number. e predicate sorted as well as the schema of axiom (QSl 1) were introduced 
reasoning. Informally, sorted(x’, x”) means: x” is a list 
embedding abstract data types into a temporal framework 
owever, to increase the clarity of the presentation, in the 
sequel we will use a notation which is not very formal. 
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Let us now define the concurrent version of Quicksort, CQsort, which is derived 
from a sequential one: 
CQsort(s) = if s = Em en result:= Em 
{comment: CC_ rt is then the empty list} 
else 
cobegin z1 := CQsort( smaller( front( s), s)) 
II z2 := CQsort(greater( front( s), s)) 
{comment: two new instances of CQsort are generated by this 
cobegin . . . coec6 statement} 
coend; 
result := conc( 2, , conc(front( s), 2,)) 
{comment: CQsort(s) is the concatenation of zl, front(s), and z,) 
fi. 
We assume that all processes are distributed. In order to distinguish between 
variables of different processes, we denote them by dotted names. For instance, 
CQsort(s).z, is a variable of the process CQsort(s). Since processes are distributed, 
this variable is invisible for the other processes, in particular for CQsort(smal- 
ler(front( s)), s) and CQsort(greater(front( s), s)). 
In order to make the temporal reasoning about CQsort possible, we have to define 
execution sequences of CQsort. For this purpose we adopt the usual interleaving 
of atomic actions as an underlying model of concurrency (cf., e.g., [3,4,5,6, ‘T]), 
where atomic actions performed by processes are simply substitutions. Such a model 
corresponds to ARB( 1), in the terminology of [9]. We assume that the interleaving 
of actions preserves sequential orderings given by processes, and that coend is 
executed after the termination of all processes created between cobegin and coend. 
Note that this model can be quite easily specified by means of temporal formulae 
(cf., e.g., [3,4]). Further on, in order to avoid superfiuous details, we will leave the 
discussion on a partially formal level, implicitly assuming some natural temporal 
axioms characterizing statements of the language. 
Figure 1 illustrates a scheme of execution sequences of CQsort(s). 
In the sequel for any process T and formula 4 E TF, the symbol nt- q stands for: 
‘it is provable that any execution sequence of n satisfies 4’. We also use symbols 
of the form T at I with intuitive meaning ‘in a given state process 7~ is ready to 
execute instruction I’. As usually, expressions of the form ?T a I can be considered 
to be local Boolean variables. 
CQsort(s) 
CQsort(greater(front(s),s)) 
Fig. 1. 
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Informally, the property we want to prove about the process CQsort(s) is ‘in 
every execution sequence of CQsort(s) there is a time point such that C 
is substituted by con&, , conc( front( s), z2)), and in the first such poin 
suit contains the sorted sequence of all elements of s’. This property can be expressed 
by the following temporal formula: 
sortedis, CQsort( s).res lt)A(CQsort( s) at fi). 
Note that for each s E L, the number of processes generated uring the computation 
of CQsort(s) is finite. This can be proved by induction on card(s). Consequently, 
CQsort(s) + O(CQsort(s) at fi). Formally, the proof can be carried out by using a 
version of the follolwing rule (cf., e.g., [3,4]): 
Wx q {q(x) + O[r v %(x1 ( x A q(~dlI t- -j(x) + or, 
where r does not contain x, and ( is a well-founded ordering. It is worth noting that 
finiteness of s, which follows from axioms (QSS), (QS9) and (ASlO), is essential in 
this part of reasoning. One can also easily show that CQsort( s) C- Or + 
(-(qAr)c*(-q)Ar). (In fact,Or+(-(qAr)M(-q)Ar) is a temporal tautology.) 
Now, to prove 
CQsort( s) + sorted( s, CQsort( s).result)A(CQsort( s) at fi), 
it suffices to prove 
CQsort( s) I- [ ( -sorted( s, CQsort( s) xesult)) A( CQsort( s) at fi)] + false. 
By the rule (ATN), it suffices to show that 
(*) for all i~w-{0}, CQSO~~(S) I- (Ao<j<i(-r)O’~(rhq)O~)~false, 
where r and q abbreviate CQsort(s) at fi and -sorted( s, CQsort( s).result) respec- 
tively. 
To prove (*), we proceed by induction on card(s). 
First, assume card(s) is equal to 0, i.e., Vx(-member(x, s)), i.e., by axiom (QS3), 
s = Em. Thus, during the execution of CQsort(s), no other processes are generated 
and CQsort(s).result becomes the list Em. By axiom (QSll), sorted(Em, Em), i.e., 
CQsort( s) Klsorted( Em, Em) which shows the result. 
Now assume thatcsrd(s) = z E m - {O} and that (*) holds for all CQsort( t), where 
card(t) < n. Note that for any r E TF, (Ao<j<i (-r)O’ A r0’) is satisfied in a Kripke 
structure for at most one i E ill - (0). Since CQsort(s)~-- O(CQsort( s) at fi), there is 
exactly one k E w - (0) such that 
CQsort(s) I-- /\ (-CQsort(s) at )o’ A (CQsort( s) at 
O<j<k 
Since, S2), the cardinalities of smaller(front(s), s) and 
greater ant(s), s) are less than n, we have 
(s) I- [so (smaller( front( s ), C 
A sorted(greater(front( s), CQsort( s).z,))] 
at result := conc( 2, , front(s), z~)). 
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BY (QfW and (QSlO), we have 
CQsort( s) I- sorted( s, CQsort( s).resu 
i.e., for all i E 0 - {0}, 
CQsort( s) t- 
( 
A (-CQsort(s) at 
Ocjci 
A (CQsort(s) at fi h -sorted(s, CQsort(s).resdt))O’ + 
Thus we have proved the desired property 
CQsort( s) I- sorted( s, CQsort( s).result)A(CQsort( s) at fi). 
5. Final remarks 
(1) Applying the completeness theorem, one can easily prove that the set of all 
tautologies of First-Order Temporal Logic is at most a # set. On the other hand, 
as shown in [ 13,141, it is neither a Z”,, nor a II”, set for any n E O. 
(2) From the characterization of r0 given in Lemma 2.2, one can easily obtain 
a complete axiomatization of First-Order Temporal Logic in which the only modality 
is the nexttime operator 0, To achieve this goal it suffices to add the axiom Oq - q0 
to any complete axiomatization of classical first-order logic. Thus, the set of 
tautologies of such a restricted temporal logic forms a 2: set. 
(3) Similarly as proved in this paper, one can obtain a complete characterization 
of First-Order Temporal Logic with 0,O and Cl, by adding the rule { qOi}i,W-~o) I- 0 q, 
and axiom Cl q - q0 A Cl (40) to any complete axiomatization of classical first-order 
logic. This follows from the fact that q lq = infi,,_~o,{qO’}. 
(4) The proof system we presented can be used in reasoning about temporal 
theories. Thus, it is useful in analysing properties of data types since, as it follows 
from [I4], e.g., all classical first-order formulae that are true in a standard model 
of natural numbers (stacks, queues, etc.) can be proved within the system. 
(5) From the completeness theorem it also follows that the framework we presen- 
ted can serve in the formal justification of any other tempora! program verification 
rules. 
(6) Note that usually the temporal framework was defined for programs with a 
Srixed number of ntinrccursive I;rocesres. The example in Section 4 shows how one 
can deal with a situation in which (recursive) processes can be dynamically created 
and deallocated. 
I would like to thank Prof. G. Mirkowska for pointing out some weak points in 
a first draft of this paper. 
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